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PROGRAM

SOCIAL HOUR

DINNER

RECOGNITION AND PRESENTATION OF STUDENT AWARDS

1994-95 Perry S. Brundage Scholarship
   Daniel Burnett
   Carol Landry

Introductory Chemistry Achievement Award
   Grace Bachwich
   Astrid Briggs-Welch
   Dewi Rosita
   Kristine Shimko

General Chemistry Achievement Award
   Antonina Ghidirmic-Anton
   Deanna Gieschen
   Katherine Han
   Vicki Meggert
   Janice Rourk

CRC Press Freshman Chemistry Achievement Award
   Angela Zepp

Sandra J. Lobbestael Scholarship for 1994-95
   Thomas Klepach

ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry Award
   Heather Smith

John J. Contario Analytical Chemistry Award
   Bonnie Wieland

Collins' Endowed Scholarship in Chemistry for 1994-95
   Christa Hughes

Biochemistry Achievement Award
   Kathleen Kurtz

Toxicology Achievement Award
   Brian Cummings
   George Sawitski

American Institute of Chemists Award
   Tricia Smit

Bert W. Peet Award
   Heather Smith

University Honors Program Graduate
   Kathleen Kurtz
   Heather Smith

Undergraduate Symposium XIV Participant
   Greg Grieves
   Angela Hepp
   Kathleen Kurtz
   Mohamed Salamoun
   Heather Smith
   Andrew VanDemark
   Bonnie Wieland

Honors Undergraduate Research Assistantship
   Heather Smith

EMU Chemistry Department Service Award
   Sue Morris

EMU Chemistry Department Teaching Assistant Award
   Sharon Schmitter

EMU Chemistry Department Research Award
   Nahid Hemati

ACS Huron Valley Section Teaching/Research Award
   Uma Balasubramanian
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Many thanks to Pat Parks and Carolyn Jackson as well as all our student workers who helped make this Banquet possible.